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OIAPTERI 

INTRODUCTION 

A. BACKGROUND OF S1UDY 

In reading a literllI}' works especially poetty, sometimes people find that the 

words inside are full of im1l,,JCty, or mc!Aphor, or another figures of speech. In those 

figures of speech especWly metaphor, lie symbols. ·1nose symbols lie in metaphor 

and may be enhanced u1 vividness, complexity, or breadth of implico.tion. ·nus mo.y 

conclude th'1t symbols are the center in metaphorical sentence in poetry. But what is 

a. gmboP In a. book by Bamet and his friends titled An Imrotb1ttmn to Liltml11rt, a. gmbol 

is an imAge so loru:led with significance that it is not simply literal� and it does not 

simply 11lAnd for something else th11t it rir.hly suggests. It is a. kind of mnnifostAtion of 

something complex or too elusive to be othc�se revealed (344). In 11. book by Blaic 

Btlltr &odi'« 2: Utnri/Nn (1948), a gmbolis anythmg used to ccprcsent something else, 
as a woro is used to represent an idea. In Literature the t.ean usually refers to a. 

concrete image employed to designate an abstract quality or concept. 

Now, when reAding many poems, when findllig the words that stand as 

symbol or it seems that it stands as a symbol, people alw11ys try to find the meaning 

of the symbol by thinking about it over nnd over. But it does not say that a. symbol 

stands for x or y, because some poems are rich in suggestions tha.t cannot be defined 
• 

with much precision. So, in facing this problem, Bamet says that symbols can be 

diffei:entiated into "two: conventional and wiconve:ntional symbol. Some symbols a.re 

conventional because they are standing for something othei: d1a.t1 themselves, and � 
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some symbols ace unconventional because they, however, may also give rise to rich, 

multiple, indefinable associations (343). This means that people should be very 

cueful in finding the 11.ssocilltion/s of 11 symbol. 

Poetry, as the writer ha.s talked a.hove, is the major hit in symbol. This lends 

the writer to the poets themselves. Many poets use symbolism, e.g. British Modem 

poet: Ted Hughes, American poet: Carl Smdburg. T. S. Eliot, etc. The one tho.l the 

writer is going to talk about is T. S. Eliot and his work, The Waste LonJ. 

lhoma.s Steams Eliot was bom in St. Louis, Missouri, in 1888. He w1s 11. 

descendant of an old new England family whose first member in America., Andrew 

Eliot. Eliot took his AB and A.M. degree in Ha.rvatd. His major interest wa.s 

philosophy. After a yea.r in Paris he returned to CQJ11briclge to complete a. Ph.D. 

dissertation in philosophy. He left H11rv11rd before receiving the degree to study at 

Oxford in England. He decided to mllkc England his home. A man of dignified 

mien, Eliot eschewed the Bohemian life of poets, dressing conservatively, even to 

adopting the English clerk's bowler and tightly furled umbrell11. 

In 1917 his first volume of verse, .  P111fn1tk and Olhtr Obstm1tio11s was 

published. It made him a major poet and he became a leader to the revolt against the 

Gregorian school of poetry. Tht Wastt La11d in 1922 brought Eliot acclaim from 

readers And critics on both sides of the Atlll11tic. He was hailed as the voice of his 

genemtion and one of the greatest poets of the century. 

At that time, there are two strongly opposed tendencies influenced all 

AmeriCUl poetty after 1915. The one was a use of the colloquial speech popularized 

by Sandbw;g. Lindsay, and Masters and heightened by Frost; the other was A striking 
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departure from both the consistent conversational tone and the traditional "poetic" 

language to which such poets as E. A. Robinson and Edna. St. Vincent Millay 

remained loyal. The a.brupt break in idiom was brought about by T. S. Eliot, who 

brought it from Fmnc-.e. Eliot, borrowing the method from LG.forgue, Valery, and 

Rimba.u� used the technique of the Symbolist school with such skill that he soon 

had a host of imitators on both sides of the Atlantic. Some were unable, some 

wiwilling to follow Eliot's inner difficulties and despairs, and only a few were 

uninfluenced by them. The founula. was, roughly, this: To reveal man in his complex 

relation with the universe the poet must show him not only concemcd with the 

immensities but with trivialities of daily life. with a sense of the pASt continually 

interrupting the presenty and with swiftly contmdictory moods disputing dream ttnd 

a.ction. This W'1S, obviously, a. difficult if not impossible progmm to Achieve in MY 

one poem or a set of poems. It was, however, attempted and SUf8CSled by the variety 

of effects: by a. rapid leaping from image to image with a minimum of "explanatory'' 

metaphors; by a liberal use of discords, juxtaposing these im�es and prosy 

statements, following lyrical passages with deliberate banalities; by the continual play 

of free 11.ssoci11tion, ia which one idea prompted a chain of others, 11.ccomplishing An 

emotionally (or litemlly) progress, often gaining a new series of overtones, often 

sacrificing all continuity-Ezra Pound's Cantos, Crane's Tht Brid.gt, and Eliot's TM 

Wosle Land being the most famous examples of the mood ''mixing memory and 

dciiirc." 

Tht Wastt Lant/ is the most fl1.0lous 11J1d influential poem of our time. In it 

Eliot makes his most complex allusions, fitting together quomtions from mmy 
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sources in order to being to bea.r upon his present statements numerous literary 

association s in a medley of parallels and ironic contrasts. Mmy of these references 

ace explained in Eliot's own "Notes on Tht WtU/1 l..mtd," in his Collected Poems. 

The poem is divided into five pons in five titles. 'l11e first i" 'Int JjNrit1/ of lht 

Dtstl, the second is A Gamt ofChus, the third is Tht Firr Smnon, the fourth is Dtolh by 
Waln; and the fifth is What lht Tlm11der Said. Ea.ch pad connects ea.ch other into one 

unity under the title Tht W a.di L411d So the structure depends entirely upon 

juxtapositional relations between fragments 1111d the theme is spread in those parts so 

that they also make a unity in the theme. 

Thf ff/ aslt Lant/ develops the theme of the meR.ninglcssm:ss of modem life. 

The spititua.J ba.rrcnness and the meaninglessness of life implied throughout the 

poem. The godless and dying which inhabits the wa.ste land is in need of 

regt."Dt.'Ution. In other wottls, The W a.tit I.And is highly concerned with the 

regeneration of the fo1grnented world 

lhe need for regeneration is suggested by the sublimated myth of 1he Fisher 

King, and it is dus myth tha.t gives Tht lf/as/t Land its structure. In "Ulysses, Order 

a.nd Myth/' Eliot identifies this method of giving a literary work structure, as the 

mythical method. The mythical method relies on a.llusion and fragmentation to bring 

into sharp relief the contr4St between tl past which had me«ning and significance nnd 

a present in which belief is dea� and thus is the perfect vehicle to present Eliot's 

vision of a world devoid of coherence a.nd meaning. 

Densely allusive md constructed of fragments, Tht Wastt LonJ becomes 

cohesive through the juxta.positiona.l rela.riens between fragments. In those 
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fmgments, Eliot exposed many symbols of emptiness of life. I le exposed them in 

many ways: in words, in phrases. even in depicting the references. Those intertextual 

references build up the main theme also. 

BCCAuse symbols a.re the most interesting pa.rt and the most used to express 

the feeling of the author in tl1c p<><.>Jn, in this thesis, it is needed lo describe the theme 

through the 1ymbol1 aml lhc intcrtcxtu:.a.l references, pull hy p11rt, 11ml thl'Jt uuiLC! 

them into one main theme. By lmowing the theme will increase the Wility to 

understmd more W<>ut the poem-the things inside the poem and outside the poem. 

Therefore theme is needed in understanding poetry even all genres of litemty works. 

B. STATEMENT OF TI-IE PROBLEM 

Considering the reason cibove, the analysis will be bn.sed on the following 

questions: 

1. What is the contribution of the symbols to the theme? 

2 How do d1e symbols express the emptiness of life in the poem? 

3. How do the intertextual references build up the symbols of emptiness of life? 

C. OBJECTIVES OF 11-IE STUDY 

> The first purpose is to find everything about the c ontribution of the symbol in 

developing the theme of the poem. 

) The second pwpose is to find out the wa.y the symbols express the emptiness of 

life m the poem. 
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� 1he third purpose is to find out the WQY the ultcrtextual references help the 

symbol in building up the theme. 

D. SIGNIFICANCE OF nlE STUDY 

The thesis is expected to be useful for further literai:y research conceming 

with this poem or cit least it will improve the writer's ahility in Mnlp.iny. the litr.r11ry 

work into the better one. This thesis will aJso be a. contribution to the study of 

literature especially in analyzing poetry. 

Dy u.n:a.lynng Ilic emptiness of life, the writer hopes that tl1is writing will 

mlsuge our understanding about life itself a.nd the writer will ha.ve a. better 

perspective of life. 1t is also importAJ1t to la1ow tha.t the ca.use of the emptiness is the 

degeneration of faith. 

In this poem, the examples of the degeneration of faith a.re vei:y clea..r. 

Degeneration of faith is a. situation where huma.n's belief in God is decreasing in his 

life. This will 01use the subject/human will live in many problems that will make 

hwiuw do many sins and feel guilty. Hwnan will also feel that there is somctl1ing 

c..mpty in their life. 

E. SCOPE AND LIMITATION 

To a.void a. broadening of the analysis, it will be limited on the poem itself, 

helped by the notes Eliot made and other readings. The center of the analysis is the 

contribution of the symbols tha.t express the emptiness of life. The symbols a.re 

' 
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analyzed to find the meaning. The intertextual meanings of the symbols 11re also 

analyzed so that it ca.n support .in revealing the meaning of the poem. 

F. lHEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

Considering the scope and limita.tion above, the writer will use the S«.'tlliotics 

approach. This a.pproach is used to study the signification by attempting to describe 

the conventions and semiotic openu:i.ons responsible for the interpretations. 

111e water uses some methods in studying this poem. 1he lntertextual 

method is used to reveal the interrelationship between the poem md the references 

that Eliot had written in the '�otes of The Waste Land" a.nd other readings. 

The Negu.tive Hermeneutics method is also used to find the interpreta.tion 

md the contribution of the symbols with a modem concept to question and 

undeanine the meaning. 

G. ME'IHOD OF THE STUDY 

'01e library research is sta.rted by collecting tl1e d:ita from mru1y ccfccenccs 

and books of different sources, study, and libraries tha.t is rela.ting to the a.nalysis of 

the poem. 

To describe the meMing of the symbols and references, the cfoscriptivc� 

a.nalytic method is also o.pplied in order to clarify the o.nnlysis of the meaning of the 

poem. 
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H. DEFINfTIONS OF KEY TERMS 

To avoid misunderstanding in studying this analysis, there ace several terms 

which are needed to be expfo.ined further. They arc: 

);. Empty : 11 condition of hllving nothing inside, not mr1ming anything. 

> Emptiness of life : a. condition in life in which the subject has nod1i11g 

> Fra.gment 

> Juxtapositionw 

> lntcrtcxtual 

meaningful, or in which the subject does not get s11tisfact.ion 

in life. 1his tean becomes the theme of the poem. 

: sepa.ra.te or incomplete pa.rt of something. 
: a. state of being placed side by side. 

: a s�tte of a text having relation "'itJ1 other texts outside . 

.. 
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